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Item 1.01 Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.
On November 21, 2012, ACE Limited (“ ACE ”) entered into amendments (each an “ Amendment ”) to its letter of credit facility agreements dated as of November 18, 2010 (each an “ LOC Agreement ”) with ING Bank N.V., Lloyds TSB Bank plc, The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. and The Royal Bank of Scotland plc (collectively the “ LOC Banks ”).
Pursuant to the Amendments, the aggregate amount of letters of credit (“ LOCs ”) permitted to be issued under the LOC Agreements for the account of ACE or any wholly-owned subsidiary thereof increased from $400 million to $425 million. In addition, the Amendments extended (x) the availability period during which the LOC Banks are committed to issue LOCs from December 31, 2014 to December 31, 2016 and (y) the final permitted expiration date for LOCs from December 31, 2015 to December 31, 2017. ACE expects that most LOCs issued under the LOC Agreements will be used to support the ongoing Funds at Lloyd’s requirements of certain affiliates of ACE, but LOCs also may be used for other general corporate purposes.
Concurrently with the effectiveness of the Amendments, the LOC Banks released two wholly-owned subsidiaries of ACE (ACE Bermuda Insurance Ltd. and ACE Tempest Reinsurance Ltd.) from their guarantees of ACE’s obligations under the LOC Agreements. The obligations of ACE under the LOC Agreements currently are unsecured, but ACE may voluntarily provide cash or specified marketable securities as collateral (“ Collateral ”) to reduce the pricing under the LOC Agreements. In addition, an LOC Bank may require ACE to provide Collateral if (i) ACE’s rating falls below a specified level, (ii) the amount of the outstanding LOCs under an LOC Agreement exceeds the amount of the relevant LOC Bank’s commitment thereunder due to currency fluctuations, (iii) an event of default occurs or (iv) certain LOCs are not renewed past a specified date.
The covenants in the LOC Agreements continue to be substantially similar to the covenants in other ACE group credit facilities. The covenants include limitations on liens, substantial asset sales and mergers (subject to customary exceptions and thresholds).
The LOC Agreements also contain financial covenants that require maintenance of:
(i) a minimum consolidated net worth of not less than $17,486,776,000 (subject to an annual reset provision) plus 25 percent of cumulative net income from June 30, 2012, plus 50 percent of the net proceeds of any issuance of equity interests subsequent to June 30, 2012; and
(ii) a ratio of consolidated total debt (excluding trust preferred securities and mezzanine capital to the extent not exceeding 15 percent of total capitalization) to total capitalization of not greater than 0.35 to 1.
In addition, the LOC Agreements have customary events of default, including (subject to certain materiality thresholds and grace periods) payment default, failure to comply with covenants, material inaccuracy of representation or warranty, bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings, change of control and cross-default to other debt and credit agreements.


Under each LOC Agreement, ACE pays a letter of credit commission on the amount of the outstanding LOCs issued by the relevant LOC Bank and a commitment fee on the unused portion of the commitment of such LOC Bank, in each case based upon ACE’s long-term foreign issuer credit rating (or its equivalent) by S&P or Moody’s (except that the letter of credit commission is reduced if ACE provides Collateral for outstanding LOCs) and pays such LOC Bank’s customary administrative charges in connection with each LOC. ACE also paid each LOC Bank a customary upfront fee in connection with its Amendment.
Item 2.03 Creation of a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation under an Off-Balance Sheet Arrangement of a Registrant.
See Item 1.01 above which is incorporated herein by reference.
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